
 

AGENDA 

Intermunicipal Subdivision and Development Appeal Board 

Longview Hearing 

Hearing held on Thursday, August 4, 2022 

Village of Longview 
128 Morrison Road 

1:00 pm 
Appeals@FoothillsCountyAB.ca 

 

 
1. Call Meeting to Order 

 
2. Introduction to Board Members, Legal Council (if present) and Administrative Staff 

 
3. Adoption of Agenda 

 
4. Appeal Hearing: 

 
STOP ORDER: - 1867385 ALBERTA LTD. O/A TWIN CITIES HOTEL 

DESCRIPTION: Appeal against Section 645 Stop Order issued June 30, 2022 
LEGAL: Plan 1777JK, Block 2, Lot 11 

Pg. 2 - Notice of Appeal - Appellant is Chris Goss, Owner and Manager of 
Twin Cities Hotel 
 
Pg. 16 - Development Authority Stop Order - Development Officer is Dale 
Harrison, Village of Longview  
 
Pg. 29 - Written Submission – Development Officer, Dale Harrison, Village of 
Longview 
 
Pg. 61 - Written Submission – Development Officer, Dale Harrison, Village of 
Longview 
 

5. Adjournment of the public portion of the hearing. The Board Members will deliberate during 
a Closed Session and will release their decision in writing within 15 days of the appeal 
hearing. 

 

 
 

Chairman: Gar Beacom 

 

Board Members: John Derijk, Tom Weber, Carl Fisher, Kara Rusk 

mailto:Appeals@FoothillsCountyAB.ca








































 
VILLAGE OF LONGVIEW 

 
 
 

Box 147 
Longview, AB T0L 1H0 

Phone (403) 558-3922 
Fax (403) 558-3743 

  

Planning & Development 
Inspection Report 

 
Property: 1867385 Alberta Ltd.  o/a TWIN CITIES HOTEL  
 
Address: ,   Lot 1, Block 2, Plan 1777JK 
 
Land Use District: Central Business (BD) 
 
Preliminary Inspection: June 2, 2022          approximately 9:00 am 
 
Dale Harrison, Development Officer and Justin Caumartin, Public Works 
 
Walk around property perimeter observing the lower wooden deck that was 
constructed over a month ago. There were wooden stairs from this deck to the axe 
throwing cage that had been repositioned prior to the construction of the lower 
wooden deck.  
 
The latest construction project was a second elevated wood deck with a raised short 
pony wall with steel posts spaced across the front. The elevated deck had larger steel 
posts spaced across the north side of the surface.  
 
The impression created was that the lower deck was a potential seating area with 
the upper deck as a possible performance stage. The hotel in the past had used a 
portable stage on the site. The use of the upper deck could also be used for 
additional seating. 
 
There was some new metal sheeting sitting on the ground near the hotel’s east wall. 
Possible use to either be installed on the larger post as a wind break or a backdrop 
and roof for the performance area. This area was still under construction, so the 
exact use was not evident. 
 



The hotel had not made application or had a conversation with the Development 
Officer as to the intended construction and use of the structure. Similar to the Axe 
Throwing Cage not being applied for but just showing up on site. 
 
This additional potential seating indicated a possible increase or intensification of use 
as well as removing existing parking spaces at the rear of the hotel, which brings into 
question the total amount of parking on site available for guests. 
 
This inspection triggered review of the Longview Land Use Bylaw and a conversation 
with AGLC in regards to parking regulations that they might have for bars. 
Subsequently, a Stop Work Order was issued at approximately 3:00 pm on June 2, 
2022. 
 
 
Followup Inspection: June 8, 2022          approximately 6:00 am 
 
After a further conversation with AGLC on Monday, June 6th. It was determined that 
photographs should be taken of the sites for possible enforcement action. On my 
way to work at around 6:00 am, I drove behind the hotel on the village lanes and got 
out and took numerous photographs of the recent construction. 

 
Figure 1 Shows Axe Throwing Cage and hotel property line is gravel area.  
Background building is Longview Community Hall. 



 
Figure 2 Lower deck with stairs to Axe Throwing Cage 
 

 
Figure 3 Serving Centre not on site when Stop Work Order issued.  
Hotel owner said it was delivered in the afternoon of June 2. 



 

 
Figure 4 Shows second slightly elevated deck with a short pony separating two wooden decks. 
 

  
Figure 5 West side of decks with posts and ropes to delineate areas. 



 
Figure 6 Axe Throwing Cage installed without permit. 
 

 
Figure 7 Shows the different sizes of post on each side of the elevated deck. 



 
Figure 8 Parking curbs on the northside of the upper deck. 
 

 
Figure 9 Shows inside of the serving area on lower deck and the size of pipe on northside of upper. 



Additional Photos: June 21, 2022          approximately 8:00 am 
 

 
Figure 10 Metal sheeting uninstalled. 
 

 
Figure 11 Elevation change from hotel lot to Community Hall lot. 
 



 



 

VILLAGE OF LONGVIEW 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
July 29, 2022 
 

Twin Cities Hotel Parking Lot History 
 
The current owner of the Hotel has been involved in some capacity as an owner since 2014 as 
his name appears on correspondence representing the hotel for some renovations in Jan 2014 
and a Development Permit for the derrick in 2015. 
 

 
 
To start with the Village was always under the assumption that the parking in front of the hotel 
was on a road allowance that Alberta Transportation had control over. Over at least the 

 
 
 

Box 147 
Longview, AB T0L 1H0 

Phone (403) 558-3922 
Fax (403) 558-3743 
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Ice 
Cream 
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previous 10 years the hotel was responsible for snow removal and maintenance on the front 
parking area until the current owner informed the Village in 2020 that they were no longer 
going to do snow removal because it was Village owned and they did not want to incur the 
liability for the parking lot. 
 
The hotel has been slowly removing parking spaces and increasing the seating and business 
areas over the years. The Derrick was the first removal of some parking spaces from around the 
hotel. The Development Permit was issued for the Derrick in 2015. This occupied 
approximately 4 parking spaces. 
 
In 2018, the owner approached 
the Village Administrator about a 
possible land swap for the 30 ft 
lane on the north side of the 
derrick for some land against the 
north side of the Community 
Hall to provide some hall 
parking. Later he applied for and 
was granted a Development 
Permit to create a grassed 45 x 
38 ft patio area, closing off the 
passage from the front to the rear 
of the hotel and removing 
approximately 16 – 8.5’ parking 
stall against the community hall. 
The grass patio has 5 permanent 
8’ picnic tables creating 40 extra seats and 2 – 8 ft stand-up tables adding a minimum of 8 
additional patrons. This was not of concern because the parking along Hwy 22 provided 
approx. 23 - 8.5 wide parking spaces. 
 
In 2019, the owner applied for and was granted a Development Permit for an external Ice 
Cream Stand. This stand was built between the derrick and the existing building.  
 
At the Nov 17, 2020 Council Meeting, the owner appeared as a delegation. 

 
 

In the same meeting, Council ask that Administarion contact Alberta Transportation about 
closing the Road Allowance that was along the east side of Morrison Raod with the intent to 
subdivide the land into separate parcels to sell to adjacent property owners. This started to two 
year process to close the road, subdivide the land and have it appraised to determine fair 
market price. All of the adjacent property owners were sent a letter notifying them that the 
Village was applying to close the Road Allowance and asking if they were interested in 
acquiring the land in front of their property. The current owner agreed to the road closure and 
expressed an interest in acquiring the property. (See Appendix Road Closure).  
 



In 2021, the hotel created an Axe Throwing cage 
and moved it onto the property without a 
Development Permit and then in 2022 they built 
a wooden structure that is expanding the seating 
capacity of the hotel (Intensifying the use 
without a Development Permit).  
 

The hotel has since decided that they are not 
willing to acquire the parking space in front of 
the hotel which now creates an issue on being 
non-compliant with the Land Use Bylaw with 
the intensification of use allowed while 
awaiting the formal road closure to be 
finalized 
 

The Village is not prepared to be exposed to liabilities created by non-maintenance of a parking 
lot that benefits only one business. The Village does not maintain any other commercial 
businesses parking lots. This puts the Village in the position of having to close the parking lot in 
front of the hotel. 
 
The Foothills Fire Department has identified four areas with occupancy limits.  

• Main Bar inside 101 

• Outdoor Raised Decks 66 non fixed seat & tables   158 Standing 

• Grass Patio 118 

• New ground level wooden patio 100                                                                        
TOTAL 385   477 Standing 
 

Under the Land Use Bylaw this would require 64 or 79 – 8x20 parking spaces. Which was 
designed for cars and trucks. The clientele of the hotel is pre-dominantly motorcyclists which 
arrive with one per motorcycle.  
 
On hot and sunny days, the Village of Longview is inundated with motorcycles which park 
along the westside of the highway blocking the parking of other businesses customers. They 
ignore no parking signs at the community hall. When discussed with the hotel owner, his 
response is that he is not responsible for where his customers park, which is not the case 
according to the LUB. There has been not effort on the part of the hotel to develop or encourage 
clients to park on their land. There are no signs  

 
 
 



Correspondence with the hotel has had conflicting information. In response to the initial Stop 
Order the owner send a letter to Council claiming that the new wooden platforms on the SE 
corner were not for additional seating but to increase motorcycle parking. In the same letter he 
stated that he is unable to prevent his customers from parking in public town parking. In the 
past he has made several requests to have the Village pave the parking area in the front of hotel 
because motorcyclist don’t like to park their bikes on gravel. He claims that the motorcyclists 
want to have a line-of-sight parking for the bikes but when there is a line of 100 motorcycles 
parked along the hwy and they are on the outdoor patio they cannot see there bikes a block 
away. By creating a small wooden platform at takes up the same space as the gravel underneath 
I don’t see how this parking for 10 bikes increases the parking in the rear of the hotel.  
 
A conversation with Foothills Fire Inspector about an occupancy permit for the new wooden 
platform stated there was no mention of motorcycle parking on either level. The hotel owner 
actually requested an occupancy limit of 100 be put on the wooden structures. This seems to 
contradict the hotel owners claim of motorcycle parking. 
 
The hotel claims that they only have 128 seats 
plus 8 rooms requiring 30 parking spaces and 
they have 36 spaces on their drawing. Note: 
the drawing does not allow for delivery 
vehicles to access the north side of the 
kitchen for food nor the east side for alcohol. 
Up until July 26 a portable stage was stored 
on site.  
 
The Village Development Officer did a visual 
inspection of the property on July 29 along with the Foothills Fire Inspector. The physical 
count of seats identified 290 seats allowing the 100-limit requested by the hotel owner for 
occupancy permit. This would require 56 parking spaces when including the 8 for hotel rooms. 
 
The Fire Department Occupancy Permits total 385 seats or 477 with standing room which 
translates to either 72 or 87 parking spaces including the hotel room requirements. The two 
alternative counts show that the supplied drawing by the hotel of parking in the rear and side of 
the hotel do not meet the requirements of the LUB. This does not factor in the fact the 
motorcycles take up more space that a vehicle that could potentially carry six people. 
 

 
Motorcycles blocking citizens access to Post Office 



 
Motorcycles blocking Community Hall Parking – this happens even with No Parking sign for 

events  

 

The Village wants to encourage businesses to grow and expand but they must not have a 

negative impact on other businesses. This is the case of the hotel not providing additional off-

street parking spaces and not encouraging people to use the off-street parking they claim to 

have, thereby blocking the parking in front of businesses. 

 

Prepared by 

Dale Harrison, CAO 

Development Officer 

Village of Longview 
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Box 147 
Longview, AB T0L 1H0 

Phone (403) 558-3922 
Fax (403) 558-3743 

  

Planning & Development 
Inspection Report 

 
Property: 1867385 Alberta Ltd.  o/a TWIN CITIES HOTEL  
 
Address: ,   Lot 1, Block 2, Plan 1777JK 
 
Land Use District: Central Business (BD) 
 
Preliminary Inspection: June 2, 2022          approximately 9:00 am 
 
Dale Harrison, Development Officer and Justin Caumartin, Public Works 
 
Walk around property perimeter observing the lower wooden deck that was 
constructed over a month ago. There were wooden stairs from this deck to the axe 
throwing cage that had been repositioned prior to the construction of the lower 
wooden deck.  
 
The latest construction project was a second elevated wood deck with a raised short 
pony wall with steel posts spaced across the front. The elevated deck had larger steel 
posts spaced across the north side of the surface.  
 
The impression created was that the lower deck was a potential seating area with 
the upper deck as a possible performance stage. The hotel in the past had used a 
portable stage on the site. The use of the upper deck could also be used for 
additional seating. 
 
There was some new metal sheeting sitting on the ground near the hotel’s east wall. 
Possible use to either be installed on the larger post as a wind break or a backdrop 
and roof for the performance area. This area was still under construction, so the 
exact use was not evident. 
 



The hotel had not made application or had a conversation with the Development 
Officer as to the intended construction and use of the structure. Similar to the Axe 
Throwing Cage not being applied for but just showing up on site. 
 
This additional potential seating indicated a possible increase or intensification of use 
as well as removing existing parking spaces at the rear of the hotel, which brings into 
question the total amount of parking on site available for guests. 
 
This inspection triggered review of the Longview Land Use Bylaw and a conversation 
with AGLC in regards to parking regulations that they might have for bars. 
Subsequently, a Stop Work Order was issued at approximately 3:00 pm on June 2, 
2022. 
 
 
Followup Inspection: June 8, 2022          approximately 6:00 am 
 
After a further conversation with AGLC on Monday, June 6th. It was determined that 
photographs should be taken of the sites for possible enforcement action. On my 
way to work at around 6:00 am, I drove behind the hotel on the village lanes and got 
out and took numerous photographs of the recent construction. 

 
Figure 1 Shows Axe Throwing Cage and hotel property line is gravel area.  
Background building is Longview Community Hall. 



 
Figure 2 Lower deck with stairs to Axe Throwing Cage 
 

 
Figure 3 Serving Centre not on site when Stop Work Order issued.  
Hotel owner said it was delivered in the afternoon of June 2. 



 

 
Figure 4 Shows second slightly elevated deck with a short pony separating two wooden decks. 
 

  
Figure 5 West side of decks with posts and ropes to delineate areas. 



 
Figure 6 Axe Throwing Cage installed without permit. 
 

 
Figure 7 Shows the different sizes of post on each side of the elevated deck. 



 
Figure 8 Parking curbs on the northside of the upper deck. 
 

 
Figure 9 Shows inside of the serving area on lower deck and the size of pipe on northside of upper. 



Additional Photos: June 21, 2022          approximately 8:00 am 
 

 
Figure 10 Metal sheeting uninstalled. 
 

 
Figure 11 Elevation change from hotel lot to Community Hall lot. 
 



 



Foothills Regional Fire Service Page 1 of 1
309 Macleod Trail High River AB T1V1M7

PH : 403-603-3571 Date
Jun 27 22

MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD
(TO BE POSTED NEAR PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE)

For:  LONGVIEW - Twin Cities Hotel

Description: Outside Grass Patio

Area (m2): 235.00

1) The maximum permissible occupant load for any room shall be calculated on the basis of the lesser of

a) the number of occupants determined in accordance with Table 3.1.17.1. Division B of the National Building
Code- Alberta Edition (2019), or,
b) the occupant load for which means of egress and exits are provided.

2) The number of occupants permitted to enter a room shall not exceed the posted maximum occupant load
calculated in conformance with Sentence (l).
See Sentence 2.7.1.5. 1), 2), 3) and (4) of the National Fire

Code Alberta Edition 2019 which specifies the required aisle and row arrangements.

COVID-19 ASSEMBLY AT TABLES 118

INSP Cody Zebedee
Date of Authorization: Jul 3 18 Fire Inspector
Occupant Permit Num.:18-032 Foothills Regional Fire Service

S115335
D00006911

 FAILURE TO ENSURE THAT THE MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD IS NOT EXCEEDED COULD RESULT IN THE OWNER OR
PERSON/S IN CHARGE BEING FOUND GUILTY OF AN OFFENSE.

Jun 27 22 Page 1 of 1



Foothills Regional Fire Service Page 1 of 1
309 Macleod Trail High River AB T1V1M7

PH : 403-603-3571 Date
Jun 27 22

MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD
(TO BE POSTED NEAR PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE)

For: , LONGVIEW - Main Bar

Description:

Area (m2): 96.00

1) The maximum permissible occupant load for any room shall be calculated on the basis of the lesser of

a) the number of occupants determined in accordance with Table 3.1.17.1. Division B of the National Building
Code- Alberta Edition (2019), or,
b) the occupant load for which means of egress and exits are provided.

2) The number of occupants permitted to enter a room shall not exceed the posted maximum occupant load
calculated in conformance with Sentence (l).
See Sentence 2.7.1.5. 1), 2), 3) and (4) of the National Fire

Code Alberta Edition 2019 which specifies the required aisle and row arrangements.

SPACE WITH NON-FIXED SEATS & TABLES 101

Will Scheerhoorn
Date of Authorization: Fire Inspector
Occupant Permit Num.:14-005 Foothills Regional Fire Service

S122085
D00009017

 FAILURE TO ENSURE THAT THE MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD IS NOT EXCEEDED COULD RESULT IN THE OWNER OR
PERSON/S IN CHARGE BEING FOUND GUILTY OF AN OFFENSE.

Jun 27 22 Page 1 of 1



Foothills Regional Fire Service Page 1 of 1
309 Macleod Trail High River AB T1V1M7

PH : 403-603-3571 Date
Jun 7 22

MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD
(TO BE POSTED NEAR PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE)

For: , LONGVIEW - Twin Cities Hotel

Description: Outside Ground Level Patio

Area (m2): 151.20

1) The maximum permissible occupant load for any room shall be calculated on the basis of the lesser of

a) the number of occupants determined in accordance with Table 3.1.17.1. Division B of the National Building
Code- Alberta Edition (2019), or,
b) the occupant load for which means of egress and exits are provided.

2) The number of occupants permitted to enter a room shall not exceed the posted maximum occupant load
calculated in conformance with Sentence (l).
See Sentence 2.7.1.5. 1), 2), 3) and (4) of the National Fire

Code Alberta Edition 2019 which specifies the required aisle and row arrangements.

LIMITED OCCUPANT LOAD 100

Will Scheerhoorn
Date of Authorization: Jun 7 22 Fire Inspector
Occupant Permit Num.:22-021 Foothills Regional Fire Service

S122085
D00009017

 FAILURE TO ENSURE THAT THE MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD IS NOT EXCEEDED COULD RESULT IN THE OWNER OR
PERSON/S IN CHARGE BEING FOUND GUILTY OF AN OFFENSE.

Jun 7 22 Page 1 of 1



Foothills Regional Fire Service Page 1 of 1
309 Macleod Trail High River AB T1V1M7

PH : 403-603-3571 Date
Jun 27 22

MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD
(TO BE POSTED NEAR PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE)

For:  LONGVIEW - Outside Deck

Description:

Area (m2): 63.00

1) The maximum permissible occupant load for any room shall be calculated on the basis of the lesser of

a) the number of occupants determined in accordance with Table 3.1.17.1. Division B of the National Building
Code- Alberta Edition (2019), or,
b) the occupant load for which means of egress and exits are provided.

2) The number of occupants permitted to enter a room shall not exceed the posted maximum occupant load
calculated in conformance with Sentence (l).
See Sentence 2.7.1.5. 1), 2), 3) and (4) of the National Fire

Code Alberta Edition 2019 which specifies the required aisle and row arrangements.

SPACE WITH NON-FIXED SEATS & TABLES 66
STANDING SPACE 158

Will Scheerhoorn
Date of Authorization: Jul 10 14 Fire Inspector
Occupant Permit Num.:14-004 Foothills Regional Fire Service

S122085
D00009017

 FAILURE TO ENSURE THAT THE MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD IS NOT EXCEEDED COULD RESULT IN THE OWNER OR
PERSON/S IN CHARGE BEING FOUND GUILTY OF AN OFFENSE.

Jun 27 22 Page 1 of 1















 

Foothills Fire Department  

309 Macleod Trail 

High River, AB 

T1V 1M7 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

With reference to the Maximum Occupancy Loads for the Twin City’s Hotel in Longview Alberta: 

 Permit #14-005   Main Bar     101 People(s) 

 Permit #14-004   Outside Decks    158 People(s) 

 Permit #18-032   Outside Grass Patio   118 People(s)    

 Permit #22-021  Outside Ground Level Patio      100 People(s) 

  

 

 

 

The number of occupants listed on the Maximum Occupancy Loads have been determined in accordance with Table 

3.1.17.1 Division B of the National Building Code Alberta Edition (2019)  

 

 

  

Will Scheerhoorn  
Fire Inspector  
Foothills Fire Department  
SCO #122085  
DOP #9017 

 
 



8 Hotel Rooms 



Pool table 

Stage 

Café 

Deck 

former Café  

closed 

Bar  

Deck 

4 

4 

4 4 

4 

3 
2 

6 

6 

6 

16 Stools 
Tables 
3 x 6 = 18  
5 x 4 = 20 
1 x 3 = 3 
1 x 2 = 2 

Total 
59 Seats 

Fire Code Occupancy 

101 



      5                 6 
      
 

    6 
 
 
     6 
      5          8 

Total 
74 Seats 

Fire Code Occupancy 

66 seated & 158 
Standing 

     4 
          6 
 

       4 
 

       6 
      6 
 
 6 
   6 

North Patio 

7 tables = 38 

South Patio 

6 tables = 36 



Outdoor Grass Patio 

5 large table & benches - 8 per = 40 

1 standard picnic tables - 6 per = 6 

2 stand up tables - 6 per = 12     

58 Total Seats 

8 

8 
8 

8 8 

8 8 

6 Fire Code Occupancy 

118 



Outdoor  

Patio 2 

A
xe

 Th
ro

w
in

g C
age New lower deck 

Owner requested limited 
occupany load 

New upper deck 

Owner did not identify as 
motorcycle parking 

Fire Code Occupancy 

100 

Hotel Claims 
Bar = 44 
Café Deck = 24 
Bar Deck = 20 
Grass Patio = 20 
New Wood = 20 
TOTAL SEATS = 128 
            Divided by 6 
Parking spaces      21 
Space for rooms     8 
TOTAL REQUIRED 29 

Seat Count 
Bar = 59 
Café Deck = 38 
Bar Deck = 36 
Grass Patio = 58 
New Wood = 100 requested 
TOTAL SEATS = 290 
           Divided by 6 
Parking spaces      48 
Space for rooms     8 
TOTAL REQUIRED 56 

Fire Code Occupancy 
Bar = 101 
Both Café Deck = 66 seated 
and Bar Deck = 158 standing 
Grass Patio = 118 
New Wood = 100 limited  
TOTAL SEATS =   385 seated / 6 = 64 
   477 standing / 6 = 79 
                              Space for rooms     8 
TOTAL REQUIRED 72 or 87 



Additional Information 
Excerpts from Village Lawyers Brownlee dated June 27 referencing 2nd Stop Order 
C.  STOP ORDER 

We have reviewed your recent comments about the Stop Order and provide additional 
comments below. 
 
In your comments, you advise that the axe-throwing cage and vehicle are acceptable if a 
“permit to install” is obtained. However, it does not appear that axe-throwing is a permitted 
or discretionary use in the CB Land Use District. In addition, the stairs that attach the cage 
to the Low Deck suggest that the axe-throwing cage is more permanent than temporary. 
Further, the AGLC’s acceptance of the activity does not make it an authorized development 
under the Land Use Bylaw. In our opinion, there is no authorization for the axe-throwing 
cage. We have, nonetheless, included two options to address compliance in case there is 
another type of permit that is not in the Land Use Bylaw, which would allow for this 
temporary activity. If so, please clarify the name of the permit in the option to apply for a 
permit and delete the other option. 
 
You also suggest sections 12.16.1 and 12.16.2 (front yard setback and landscaping 
provisions) are not applicable to the Hotel because it is in the CB Land Use District. 
However, these provisions of the Land Use Bylaw specifically provide that “notwithstanding 
the provisions of the district” these provisions apply. This interpretation also aligns with 
general legislative drafting principles, namely that specific provisions override general 
provisions. In this case, the specific provisions about Hotel front yard setbacks and 
landscaping in sections 12.16.1 and 12.16.2 override the same provisions in the CB Land 
Use District. 
 
We have also revised the request for scaled drawings to a request for a real property 
report from a surveyor.   It is important for the Village to have an accurate understanding 
of the lot coverage in order to determine if the land available for parking is sufficient. 
 
 

  



 

    
Hotel guests parking on land that Hotel owner said the Village could turn into a 
grassed area because they have enough parking in the rear. 
 

 
Hotel Guest parking in undeveloped Village lane 
 

  
RV parking in rear of hotel  



Interior Bar Photos 
Note: Tables were removed to accommodate increased seating for recent Corb Lund 
Concert – expanding capacity beyond the 59 normal seating to ??? 

          

      

 



 
 

VILLAGE OF LONGVIEW 
 

 
 

Planning & Development 
Inspection Report Two 

 
Property: 1867385 Alberta Ltd.  o/a TWIN CITIES HOTEL  
 
Address: ,   Lot 1, Block 2, Plan 1777JK 
 
Land Use District: Central Business (BD) 
 
Preliminary Inspection: July 29, 2022          approximately 10:30 am 
 
Dale Harrison, Development Officer and Will Scheerhoorn, Foothills Fire Dept Fire 
Inspector 
 
A letter informing the Hotel owner, Chris Goss of the intended property inspection 
on July 29 between 10-11:00 a.m. was delivered to the hotel on July 22 addressed to 
Mr. Goss. Mr. Goss was not onsite when we started the inspection.  
 

Front Decks 
We walked onto the decks and photographed and counted seating on each deck. 
 

   
Café Deck – 7 tables = 38 seats        Bar Deck – 6 tables = 36 seats 
 

 
 
 

Box 147 
Longview, AB T0L 1H0 

Phone (403) 558-3922 
Fax (403) 558-3743 

 



Grass Patio 
We then walked to the southside of the hotel to inspect the grass patio area and 
counted the seats. There are 5 eight foot tables that seat 8 people each and two 
standing eight foot tables and 1 six foot picnic table. = 58 seats 
 

 
 

    
 

 
 



Wooden Structure on Southeast corner 
From there we looked at the new wooden structures. The Axe throwing cage had been 
removed on July 23. 

    
 
The upper structure is approx 8 inches higher than the lower structure. The parking 
curbs had been removed an placed on the east side of the structure where the axe 
throwing cage was. The Fire Inspector mentioned that he had been asked to limit the 
maximum occupancy to 100 by the hotel owner when it was requested. The Occupancy 
request identified the whole area of the wooden structures. There was no mention of 
parking for motorcycles. 
 
Red Deer LUB Bylaw Section 3.1  

based on maximum occupancy 1 for 6  
Drinking or Restaurant 1 for 4 seats 

 
We then walked to the north and around to the front of the property. Reviewing the Ice 
Cream building.  
 



Inside Bar Area 
The Hotel owner showed up at 11:15 a.m. He did not acknowledge us and entered the 
hotel. We went and knocked on the tavern door and he let us in.  
 

 
 

Seat Count 59 
 
 

     
 

16 Stools   Tables  
3 x 6 = 18 
5 x 4 = 20 
1 x 3 = 3 
1 x 2 = 2 



    
 

    
 
 


	2 - Twin Cities Appeal - Stamped_Redacted
	3 - Stop Order Hotel June 30__Redacted
	4 - Combined - Written Submission - DO Longview_Redacted
	5 - DO Written Submission #2_Redacted



